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REDUCING THE CONTACT TIME OF IMPINGING DROPLETS 
 
ON NON-WETTING SURFACES 
 
COLIN J. PATTERSON 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
This work examines the use of macro-textured surfaces to reduce the contact 
time between impinging liquid droplets and non-wetting surfaces. Six macro-texture 
geometries are evaluated for their impact on maximum deformation diameters and 
contact time. The geometries considered are a set of spokes extending radially out 
from the impact point. Spoke counts of n=1 to n=6 are evaluated. The six spoke 
geometry demonstrated the maximum reduction in contact time with a 49% 
measured contact time reduction compared to a flat plate. 
This study evaluates droplet impacts experimentally using high-speed video. 
Samples are traditionally machined aluminum surfaces made non-wetting though 
the use of the Leidenfrost effect. In conjunction with the experimental results, we 
develop an analytical model to predict the contact time reduction based solely on 
impact Weber number and texture geometry.  
Finally, this study considers the impact of the macro-texture geometries on 
the dispersion of daughter droplets. High spoke-count geometries were observed to 
produce more than one droplet per spoke.  Here again we develop an analytical 
model to predict this phase doubling based on a quasi-steady-state Rayleigh Plateau 
instability approach. 
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I. Introduction 
 
Background 
 
 Superhydrophobic surfaces are being widely investigated due to their 
potential applications in anti-icing1,2, self-cleaning3, and liquid repellent surfaces4-6.   
A superhydrophobic material is one in which both chemical makeup and physical 
geometry is used to make a surface resist the wetting action of a liquid7. The degree 
to which a material resists the wetting action of a liquid is measured by the angle of 
the interface between the liquid and the solid. Figure 1 shows the contact angles for 
hydrophilic or “wetting” surfaces, hydrophobic surfaces and superhydrophobic 
surfaces. In practice, super hydrophobic surfaces can result in a contact angle 
between a water droplet and the surface greater than 170 degrees 7.  
 
Figure 1 – Comparison of liquid-surface-air contact angle between a (a) hydrophilic, (b) 
hydrophobic, (c) super-hydrophobic surface and (d) Non-wetting. 
 Much of the on-going work surrounding non-wetting surfaces focuses on the 
steady state liquid-surface interaction. This work often considers the improvement 
of the surfaces themselves and the ability to approach an ideal hydrophobic surface 
with a contact angle of 180 degrees 8,9. Our study, however, focuses on the transient 
behavior of a drop impinging on non-wetting surface. Under certain conditions, a 
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droplet impacting a superhydrophobic surface will impact and subsequently 
rebound back off the surface5. In the case of the hydrophilic or ‘wetting’ surfaces, the 
wetting action prevents the drop from releasing off the surface. Figure 2 compares 
the interaction of an impinging droplet with a wetting and non-wetting surface.  As 
shown, both drops impact and expand out to a maximum displacement disk and 
then retract back to a roughly hemispherical shape. In the case of the non-wetting 
surface, the high contact angle allows the droplet to be driven back off the surface. 
 
 
Figure 2 – Comparison of the impacts of a 2.4mm water droplet with a Weber number of 55 
impinging on a (a) wetting, Hydrophilic surface versus a (b) non-wetting surface. The drop 
impacting on the wetting surfaces remains in contact with the surface, whereas the non-
wetting surface allows the drop to recoil off the surface.  
This ability to shed impinging droplets is a desirable feature for applications 
such as self-cleaning and ice resistant surfaces1-3. The duration of time the droplet is 
in contact with the surface governs the amount of mass, momentum and energy that 
can be exchanged with the surface. As such, it is advantageous in certain 
applications to minimize this contact time. One key example is the deicing of aircraft 
flight surfaces were the heat lost to impinging droplets must be offset by heat 
(b) 
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provided by the aircraft. 
 As discussed, contact time is dependent on achieving a sufficiently large 
contact angle to allow for drop rebound. Beyond the hydrophobic properties of the 
material, however, the contact time is governed by the hydrodynamics of the drop 
impact4,5. Drop size and impact velocity, coupled with liquid properties surface 
tension and density, dictate the behavior of drop impact4,5. Given an idealized 
surface with an 180˚ contact angle, it is these properties that will establish a 
minimum.  
 A 2013 study by Bird et al. sought to overcome the hydrodynamics limited 
minimum contact time. Their study incorporates a macro-scale texture into a 
superhydrophobic surface. Using this macro-texture, the Bird study was able to 
reduce contact times by greater than 30%4.  This was accomplished using a single 
linear ridge geometry that allows the center of the drop to contribute to the 
retraction of the drop prior to rebound. The single ridge geometry effectively halves 
the distance the drop must retract prior to releasing from the surface. 
 Our work expands on the Bird et al. single ridge geometry. Fundamentally, 
we seek to answer the question: Can the contact time reduction created by the 
single ridge geometry be improved using an optimized macro-texture? The 
proposed geometry improvement is a set of ridges, or spokes, extending radially out 
from a common center point. This geometry has the potential to increase the impact 
of the center-assisted recoil effect seen in Bird et al. and further reduce contact time.  
This study examines seven geometries, two baseline geometries and five 
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novel geometries. To baseline to existing work, we include a Bird single ridge and an 
untextured flat plate. Our expanded geometries include 1 to 6 evenly spaced spokes 
extending radially out from a single point.  Each of these geometries is evaluated for 
their impact on contact time and overall drop hydrodynamics. 
Our work deviates from the common approach to the study of 
superhydrophobic surfaces though the use of the Leidenfrost effect. Leidenfrost 
surface generates high contact angles by maintaining a sufficiently high temperature 
such that an impinging drop quickly produces a layer of vapor that supports the 
drop12. The droplet rides on the layer of vapor insulating the remainder of the drop 
from the hot surface and produces very high contact angles between the surface and 
the liquid12. The Leidenfrost approach was chosen in part to expedite the 
manufacture of test sample geometry. More importantly, however, the Leidenfrost 
surfaces are of practical interest.  One of the most common occurrences of the 
Leidenfrost effect is the liquid cooling of high-temperature machinery. Our use of 
the Leidenfrost effect makes the results germane to these industrial applications.  
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Chapter 1. Flat Plate  
Flat Plate Model Background 
 In an effort to approach the study of macro textured surfaces from a well-
understood system, we first consider a plate with no macro-scale texturing. The use 
of an untextured flat plate allows for the benchmarking of our Leidenfrost surface to 
existing studies and to better characterize the key parameters impacting overall 
contact time between the drop and the surface. 
The interaction between the drop and the surface is broken down into five 
segments. Each segment contributes to the overall contact time of the drop. Figure 3 
highlights these segments and the key parameters of interest. 
Drop Impact: 
The drop impinges on the surface with a known initial 
diameter, 𝑑0, impact velocity, 𝑣0, and fluid properties. The 
combination of these parameters is expressed as the non-
dimensional Weber Number 𝑊𝑒 = (𝜌𝑣0
2 𝑑0)/𝛾, where 𝛾 and 𝜌 
are liquid vapor surface tension and density respectively 
 
Inertial Spread to Maximum Diameter: 
After impact, the inertial forces dominate and drive the drop 
out to a maximum diameter. The key parameter of interest is 
the maximum diameter 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥. The minimum thickness of the 
displaced drop is also tracked, ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
Thin Film Retraction: 
At this maximum diameter, the drop is at a peak surface area 
and a velocity develops driving the edge of the cylinder back 
to the center. The retraction velocity, 𝑉𝑅𝑡, is a critical 
parameter for predicting contact time. 
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Vertical Acceleration: 
The thin film retraction velocity dives the drop back to its 
initial diameter. At this point the collision of the radially 
retracting film is translated into a vertical velocity of the 
drop.  
 
 
Drop Release:  
The vertical inertia then carries the drop away from the 
surface resulting in a release. The drop then is driven to 
return to a minimum surface energy sphere. 
 
The contact time of a drop is simply the duration of time between the drop 
initial contact and the drop release from the surface. Using high-speed video, the 
contact time and the intermediate key parameters can be measured. 
We are able to leverage an understanding of several key parameters from the 
literature. Namely, the Clanet13 et al. scaling for the maximum impact displaced 
diameter, and the Taylor-Culick model14,15 for thin film retraction velocities. In 
Chapter 2, we will discuss modifications to allow these models to be incorporated 
into the macrotextured surfaces applications. 
Experimental Setup 
  
 Test Samples are milled from 6061 Aluminum bar stock. Finish machining is 
completed using a 3 axis CNC milling process. The final machining pass is done using 
a 45˚ etching tool to match the flat sample surface finish to the subsequent macro-
Figure 3 - The impact of a 2mm water droplet on a Leidenfrost surface. The impact and 
rebound is broken down into five regimes with the governing motion discussed in each 
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textured samples. Flatness was controlled to process capability of ±.005’’. Machining 
drawings can be found in Appendix 2. Figure 4 shows an image of a flat plate sample 
used in this baseline texture. It should be noted that the visual texture seen is simply 
a tool mark from the milling process, not macro-scale texture to be discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
 
Figure 4- Flat Plate sample machined from Al6061 bar stock 
 To achieve Leidenfrost temperatures, samples are heated to 3000C using a 
standard Fisher Scientific Isotemp 11-100-49SH laboratory hotplate. Water droplets 
are generated using a syringe and hypodermic needle. 25, 22 and 16 gauge needles 
are used, allowing for varied drop sizes. To create a controllable drop size and 
impact location, the needle is vertically oriented and its height and position is 
controlled using a 3 axis stage mounted on a laboratory optical board. Figure 5 
shows a cartoon of the experimental layout. 
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Figure 5 - Experimental setup diagram showing the relative orientations of 
the needle, test sample surface and hotplate. Diagram not to scale. 
 The syringe delivering deionized water to the needle tip is actuated manually 
with the minimum plunger pressure required to release a drop from the needle tip. 
Drop impacts are recorded using a Photron Fastcam SA5 high speed camera at 7000 
frames/second. Videos are taken of the impact from the side view perspective, as 
shown in Figure 5, as well as from a top view perspective. Each video sequence is 
evaluated using a custom image processing scripted developed in MathWork’s 
Matlab®. 
Image Processing 
 High speed video data is evaluated using a custom script written for 
MathWorks’s Matlab software. The script uses built-in image processing routines to 
convert each frame into a binary image of the drop shape. The image processing 
incorporates primarily image subtraction and thresholding. The full Matlab input 
file is provided in Appendix 2. Once the drop is isolated, the script tracks the 
position of the drop, its diameter, thickness, centroid height above surface and 
 
  
 
 Needle 
Surface 
High-Speed Camera 
 Hot Plate 
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interface length for every frame of the video. From this data both time and position 
data can be captured.  Figure 6 shows an example of the script output images. The 
dashed blue line represents the interface and the squares are the tracked interface 
length. The centroid, thickness and diameter are also demarcated in red. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Sample output of two frame of a flat plate drop impact image analysis. (a) just 
before drop impact and (b) just after drop impact 
The use of automated image processing not only allows a large quantity of 
videos to be processed, but also yields frame-by-frame granularity to the transient 
aspects of the drop hydrodynamics.  
Characterization of experimental Setup 
Drop Size 
 The first parameter considered in the experimental setup characterization is 
the drop size generated using the syringe and needle system. The initial drop 
diameter is measured by the image processing algorithm for every test. Table 1 
provides the parameters of interest regarding the variation in initial drop diameter 
over the course of testing.  
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Table 1 – Initial drop diameter  relative to needle diameters 
                       
 
 Due to the larger variation seen in tests using larger drop sizes, the majority 
of the testing was conducted using 25 gauge needles. The source of the variability 
most likely is related to the perturbations during the drop release. Note that the 
smaller, 25 gauge needle leads to drops that are below the capillary length for water 
(2.9mm).  
 Initial Drop Velocity 
 The second key characterization is the correlation of the initial velocity to the 
drop height above the surface. Figure 7 shows a simple constant acceleration model 
𝑉 = √2𝑔ℎ where 𝑔 = 9.81
𝑚
𝑠2
  plotted against the experimentally measured initial 
velocities.  
 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 
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Figure 7 – Characterization of the drop impact velocity as a function of drop 
height given the experimental setup. 
The predicted velocity curve assumes zero initial velocity, while the curve fit 
allows for an initial velocity to best fit the data per Equation (1). 
 𝑉 = √𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝑉𝑖 (1) 
The data in Figure 7 suggest that there is a small but non-negligible initial 
velocity. This is likely the result of the teardrop shape of the droplet immediately 
after releasing from the needle transitioning into a minimum surface energy sphere. 
For droplets on the order of 2.4mm in initial diameter, this initial velocity is 
𝑣𝑖 = 0.1 𝑚/𝑠   
Experimental Results 
Weber Impact on Inertial Drop Deformation  
 As discussed Figure 3, the first phase of the impacting drop’s interaction with 
the surface is the expansion radially outward from the contact point. The drop 
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diameter expands out axisymmetrically to a maximum diameter. The maximum 
diameter occurs where the inertially driven hydrostatic pressure is balanced by the 
Laplace pressure resulting from the curvature in the vertical plane.  
 
 
Figure 8 - Diagram of pressures dictating the maximum displacement diameter of an 
impinging drop. 
 The maximum diameter reached by these expanding drops has been shown 
to depend on Weber number to the 1/4th power, 𝑊𝑒
1
4⁄ , by Clanet et al.13. 
Analytically, the pressure balance can be modeled as the capillary length of water 
under a reinforced gravity field. The Clanet model assumes the drop is decelerated 
from its initial vertical velocity to zero in time 𝑑0/𝑣0. The resulting acceleration is 
𝑣0
2 𝑑0⁄ . Thus, at the interface, the pressure balance can be described as: 
 
𝜌
𝑣0
2
𝑑0
ℎ =
𝛾
ℎ
   
(2) 
 Where h is the height or thickness of the deformed drop, and 𝜌 and 𝛾 are 
density and surface tension respectively.  Dividing though by 𝑑0
2 and rearranging 
Equation (2), the drop thickness can be described in terms of the Weber number. 
Independently, the drop thickness is related by conservation of mass to the initial 
and maximum diameter. The two expressions for the thickness h become:  
 
ℎ =
𝑑0
√ 𝑊𝑒
   𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ =
2
3
𝑑0
3
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
3  
(3, 4)  
Laplace Laplace 
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Combining equations 3 and 4 yields: 
 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥~𝑑0𝑊𝑒
1/4 (5) 
 The conservation of mass equation yields a prefactor of √2/3 or 0.81, 
however, Clanet shows that the data is fit using a prefactor between 0.9 and 0.9413. 
This discrepancy is most likely related to limitations associated with the assumption 
of uniform deceleration over time 𝑣0/𝑑0, as well as a cylindrical final state. 
One question in this study is to determine if the scaling relationship 
proposed by Clanet holds under the Leidenfrost conditions where the drop is 
physically separated from the surface by a vapor layer. Figure 9 shows maximum 
deformation for impacting drops over a Weber number range between 10-100.  It 
should be noted that the only working fluid considered is deionized water. In the 
case of higher viscosity flows, the viscous impact drives the system and the 
maximum deformation has been shown to be dependent on Reynolds number13. 
  
 
Figure 9 – Experimental measurement of the maximum deformation diameter of impacting 
drops as a function of Weber number. The experimental measurements are compared with 
the 𝑾𝒆
𝟏
𝟒⁄  model represented by the solid line.  
1
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 Figure 9 suggests that under Leidenfrost conditions the drop maximum 
diameter does indeed scale with 𝑊𝑒
1
4⁄ . Similar to Clanet, our data is best fit using a 
prefactor of 0.94 [13]. 
 The agreement on the 𝑊𝑒
1
4⁄  scaling between our Leidenfrost data and the 
Clanet study increases the confidence that the drop on a Leidenfrost surface is 
governed by the same hydrodynamics as a superhydrophobic surface under our 
experimental conditions. 
Interface Radius and Contact Time 
 
  With an initial understanding of the drop impact, the subsequent focus of 
this study becomes the retraction of the displaced drop back to its initial diameter. 
To capture this retraction, we consider the diameter of the interface over time. 
Figure 10 illustrates the “interface diameter” 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡 at two moments in time: during 
the drop expansion (Figure 10a) and during the retraction just prior to release 
(Figure 10b). It should be noted that the interface diameter is smaller than the 
maximum diameter of the drop and therefor is not observed from a top-down view 
of the drop impact. 
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Figure 10 – An illustration of the Interface Diameter, 𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒕, at two moments in time. (a) 
during the drop expansion to maximum diameter and (b) just prior to drop release from the 
surface 
 
 Flat plate cases were examined for a range of initial drop diameters between 
2 and 4 mm in diameter and impact velocities ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 m/s. Figure 11 
shows the resulting curves in their original dimensional form.  
 
Figure 11 - Interface radius versus time curves for Weber numbers 12 through 62. Figure 
11 highlights variation in maximum diameter, retraction velocity and contact time over the 
range of testing. 
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To normalize the impact time, we recognize that inertial effects dominate 
viscous effect at theses scales for water and the corresponding oscillation period is 
set by a balance of inertia and capillarity. This oscillation period 𝜏, often referred to 
as the Rayleigh time, can thus be defined as5:  
 
𝜏 =
√𝜌 (
𝑑0
 
2 )
3
𝛾
 
(6) 
Normalizing the contact time by 𝜏 accounts for the increased oscillation time 
of larger drops of the same liquid. Applying the 𝜏 and 𝑑0 nondimensionalization to 
the Figure 11 curves yields Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 - The normalized interface diameter versus normalized time curve for a droplet 
impinging on a flat Leidenfrost surface 
The proposed scaling collapses the curves into three regions. As expected 
from Figure 9, the maximum deformation diameter increases for high Weber 
impacts.  Figure 12 also highlights the two regimes of retraction velocity, a higher 
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slope prior to a 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑑0⁄ = 1 followed by a slower retraction until droplet release.  In 
an effort to characterize these two velocity regimes and understand the key 
parameters driving contact times we attempt to model these retraction velocities 
analytically.  
Flat Plate Analytical Model 
 
To model the retraction velocity of the displaced droplet, we incorporate the 
Taylor-Culick model for thin film retraction velocities. This model argues that the 
retraction velocity is proportional to one over the square root of the film thickness 
and goes as14,15: 
 
𝑉 = √
2𝛾
𝜌ℎ
 (7) 
Where h is the thickness of the retracting film. In the case of the impinging 
droplets, we see two retraction speed regimes dependent on a changeover in film 
thickness. Therefore, in order to predict the velocities we must develop an 
understanding of the drop thickness profile during the retraction of the drop prior 
to release from the surface. 
 From the high speed video we see a region at the perimeter of the expanding 
droplet that is significantly thicker than the inner disk. Figure 13 provides a diagram 
to highlight the presence of the increased thickness rims on the perimeter of the 
expanding and retracting drop. 
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Figure 13  - Diagram highlighting the increased droplet thickness at the perimeter of the 
expanding and retracting droplets. 
 
The average thickness can simply be calculated using conservation of mass 
between the displaced shape and the initial drop: 
 
ℎ =
2
3
𝑑0
3
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
3  (8) 
where 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum diameter of the displaced drop. This maximum 
diameter can be measured experimentally or calculated from weber number using 
Equation (5). The rim thickness, ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑚, can be measured experimentally from the 
side-view high speed video. Figure 14 shows experimental measurements of the rim 
thickness over a range of Weber number impacts. As shown, the ratio of rim 
thickness to a calculated average thickness increases linearly with weber number. 
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Figure 14 – Experimental measurements of rim thickness over a range of weber number. 
Rim thickness normalized by the calculated average thickness of the displaced drop.  Solid 
line indicates a linear best fit of the data. 
 Top View videos also allow the measurement of the radial breadth of this rim 
region (𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘). This breadth is measured experimentally to be approximately 
1
8⁄ 𝑑0. Figure 15 highlights the rim region alongside the initial drop prior to impact. 
  
Figure 15 – Comparison of the displaced shape of an impacting drop with its initial 
diameter. Highlighted is the rim region of increased thickness. 
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Incorporating the thickened rim region in a conservation of mass balancing with the 
initial drop and inner disk volume: 
 Ω𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = Ω𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 + Ω𝑅𝑖𝑚 (9) 
 We can express the disk thickness in terms of the initial diameter 𝑑0 and 
maximum diameter 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 as measured experimental or with Equation (5). 
 
ℎ𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 =
1
6𝑑0
3 − [(
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 )
2
− (
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 
2 −
𝑑0
8 )
2
] ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑚
(
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 −
𝑑0
8 )
2  (10) 
 With a method to calculate the disk thicknesses, the Taylor-Culick14,15 
velocity model can now be applied to the drop retraction. The initial retraction 
velocity will depend on the disk thickness. As the drop retracts to approximately its 
initial diameter - 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑑0⁄ = 1 - the retracting rims will dominate the drop thickness 
and the retraction rate will slow to a Taylor-Culick velocity based on the rim 
thickness. Figure 16 shows the Taylor-Culick velocities overlaid on the interface 
normalized interface diameter curves from Figure 12. 
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Figure 16 – Comparison between the Taylor-Culick velocity model14,15 and experimental 
measurements of the interface diameter over time. Two Taylor-Culick regimes are 
highlighted, the faster based on the disk thickness, and the slower based on the rim 
thickness.  
 
 The two stage Taylor-Culick retraction model, when combined with the 
Clanet maximal deformation model from Equation (5) , allows us to analytically 
understand the first order behavior of the interaction between the drop and the 
surface over the entire contact time.  
 It is important to recognize that the beyond a 
𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑑0
= 1, the hydrodynamics no 
longer satisfy the assumptions of Taylor-Culick. Clearly the drop shape is no longer a 
thin film and the inertial forces involved in the collision of the retracting rims 
dominate the drop behavior. As suggested in Figure 16, the inertial capillary velocity 
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predicted by the Taylor-Culick model appears to fit the observed data when the rim 
thickness, ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑚, is used as the length scale. 
Drop Centroid and Inertial Acceleration  
 In addition to the behavior of the interface, we also consider the motion of 
the overall drop in the vertical plane. This motion can be delineated by the same 
three regions as the interface behavior. Figure 17 shows the vertical height above 
the surface of the drop bottom and the centroid. Overlaid on these curves is the 
interface diameter curve to give context from the preceding sections. It should be 
noted that the centroid as shown is the 2-dimensional areal centroid of the drop 
cross section.  
 
 
 
Figure 17 – An overlay of the interface diameter curve on the position of the drop centroid 
in the vertical direction. In addition the vertical position of the drop bottom is shown to 
highlight the drop contact and release points. 
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 Figure 17 shows the deceleration of the drop during the impact. Following 
the deceleration, the centroid rises slowing as the drop outer diameter retracts 
towards the impact point. As the diameter approaches the initial diameter, the 
centroid receives a vertical acceleration. Prior to the drop release, the centroid has 
returned to a constant velocity vertically and it remains constant through drop 
release. 
 Figure 18 highlights the vertical velocity of the centroid throughout the 
impact. Here again, we see the deceleration followed by a small vertical velocity and 
then a quick acceleration up to a final release vertical velocity.  
 
 
Figure 18 – Vertical velocity of the centroid of a drop impacting a flat non-wetting surface. 
The impact is separated into the five regions of interest.  
 There is a significant energy loss throughout the drop impact. As shown, the 
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with other studies that have shown a primary source of energy dissipation to be the 
vortices generation in the outer rims of the expanding and contracting drop13.  
Contact Time Sensitivity to Weber Number for Flat Plate 
 
 Finally, we look to bound the Weber number regime under which impinging 
water droplets rebound off a non-wetting surface as discussed in this study. 
Previous studies have largely assumed there to be a negligible dependence of 
contact time on the Weber number of the impinging droplet.  As noted in Figure 15, 
there is a consistent trend of higher weber number impacts resulting in shorter 
contact times. Figure 19 isolates these data and shows a log-log plot of contact times 
versus Weber number for water drop impacts on the Leidenfrost surfaces.  
 
Figure 19 - Weber Number impact on experimentally measured contact time for 
drop impacting a flat non-wetting surface. 
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 As shown, there is a dominate 𝑊𝑒 .16 correlation between Weber number and 
contact time. In the majority of the testing conducted as part of this study used 
Weber numbers between 50 and 60. In this region we see a minimum contact time 
of  
𝑡𝑐
𝜏
= 2.3 
 It should be noted that beyond a Weber Number of 𝑊𝑒 ≅ 80 impacting 
drops splash and the axisymmetric recoil discussed in this study no longer applies. 
Similarly, for Weber numbers less than 𝑊𝑒 ≅ 2, the impacting drops do not undergo 
sufficient recoil to rebound off the surface. Figure 20 provides an example of the 
non-axisymmetric recoil that occurs beginning at We > 80. 
 
Figure 20 - High weber number impact resulting in non-axisymmetric retraction of 
the drop film. 
 
Both the low weber number and splashing impacts do not results in predictable 
contact times under the proposed model. 
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Chapter 2: Macro-Textured Surfaces 
Background 
 Chapter 1 established the baseline for an impacting water droplet on a 
Leidenfrost surface. Chapter 1 identifies the maximum displaced diameter and the 
retraction velocities to be the key factors in the contact time and shows the 
minimum contact time for a weber number between 50 and 60 to be 
𝑡
𝜏
= 2.3 As 
discussed, both of these parameters can be related to weber number and as such are 
determined by the drop impact hydrodynamics, not the characteristics of the 
surface itself. 
 This understanding motivates the question: Is there a means of altering the 
drop hydrodynamics to yield a further reduction in contact time?  Bird et al.4 
proposed the method dubbed “center-assisted recoil” in which a macro texture is 
used to beneficially alter drop hydrodynamics. A ridge, of height a equal to 
approximately ½ the minimum drop thickness is used to locally thin the drop 
thickness. The result is a rapid retraction of the drop along the ridge. The two 
semicircular disks on either side of the ridge are now only required to retract the 
maximum radius of the deformed drop, compared to the full diameter in the case of 
the flat plat. Figure 21 shows the comparison of the recoil length of a flat non-
wetting surface versus the single ridge texture non-wetting surface used by Bird et 
al.4. 
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Figure 21 - A comparison of the initial drop retractions given (a) flat plate and (b) single 
ridge geometry4 
  The average thickness of the drop is preserved between the flat plate and the 
single ridge case. Under the Taylor-Culick model14,15, the retraction velocity is 
therefore also preserved. As such the reduction in recoil length from the full 
displaced drop diameter to the radius results in a 50% reduction in retraction 
distance, covered at the same velocity, resulting in a 50% reduction in retraction 
time for the drop. This reduction in retraction time translated into a 37% reduction 
in overall contact time4. The success of the Bird geometry motivates the 
examination of optimized macrotextures to maximize contact time reduction.  
Evaluated Geometry 
 The selection of new geometries for this study was motivated by the 
assumption that additional ridges will separate the drop into smaller and smaller 
wedges and may improve upon the center-assist effect seen in the single ridge 
(a) (b) 
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geometry. As the number of ridges becomes very large, however, the surface will 
approach a flat surface. This suggests that there may be an optimum number of 
ridges to minimize the contact time. 
 This study considers the geometry where a number of spokes, n, join at a 
common center point (Fig. 22). To baseline to this study to existing work both the 
flat plate (n=0) and the single ridge (n=2) geometry are evaluated. This study 
considers the novel geometries of three to six spoke systems (n=3 to n=6). In 
addition, we evaluate the case where a drop lands at the free end of a ridge (n=1). 
Figure 22 provides a diagram of the evaluated geometry. Figure 22 includes a 
cartoon of the impacted drop displaced shape for each feature.
    
Figure 22 - Sample Geometry for n=1-6 and a representation of the displaced drop shape 
for each geometry.  
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 For the purposes of this study, the only case considered is when a drop 
impacts the center point of the spokes. In practice, however, these geometries would 
be a tessellated to form a full engineering surface. Figure 23 shows the way in which 
these geometries could be tessellated to create a surface.  
 
Figure 23 – Proposed geometries tessellated into representative engineering surfaces. 
 Samples for this study were designed to a common ridge height of 127𝜇m 
(.005in). The ridges were sized to a maximum width also equal to 127𝜇m. The 
features were generated on a 3 axis CNC milling machine using multiple machining 
passes. The final pass machining sized the ridges using a 45˚ etching tool. 
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Figure 24 – A diagram showing the approximate ridge geometry generated using the 
manufacturing technique. All ridges targeted a uniform 127𝝁m ridge height and a 127𝝁m 
maximum width.  
 Machining capability limits minimum radius that can be practically machined 
at the union on the ridges. As such, the union of the ridges at the feature center point 
increases in size as the spoke count increases. Figure 25 shows the resulting union 
point geometries. 
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Figure 25 – Comparison of ridge union geometry. The area of the union area necessary 
increases with an increase in spoke count. 
 The increase in the union region area adds some additional uncertainly to the 
higher-order geometries. The maximum diameter of the union was 1/10th the 
diameter of the minimum initial drop diameter  
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Video Analysis 
Tests of macro-textured samples were evaluated using an identical 
experimental setup as the flat plate cases. The resulting images were analyzed using 
the same side-view image processing algorithm discussed in chapter one.  
For the macro textured surfaces a second algorithm was employed to 
understand the relative motion of the drop impact along the macro texture ridges 
and the wedges or “fans” between them. The algorithm tracks the each ridge and fan 
independently to account for deviation of the impact from the true center of the 
feature. Figure 26 shows a frame of the image analysis output for a single frame of a 
2.4mm droplet with a Weber number of 57 impacting a 6-spoke surface. 
 
Figure 26 – Example image processing output. The ridge radii are tracked in blue and the 
fan radii are shown in red 
 The combination of both the top view and side view analysis allows a 
complete picture of the hydrodynamics in play and the key drivers of contact time in 
the multi-spoke textures. 
Maximal Deformation of High-Spoke Count Samples 
  
 The top view analysis allows for the comparison of the fan and ridge 
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behavior throughout the drop impact. Figure 27 shows the normalized ridge and fan 
radii over time. For the purposes of Figure 27, time 𝑡 𝜏⁄ = 0 is defined as the ridge 
maximum diameter time point. For all the cases shown, the drop size is 2.4mm with 
a Weber number of 57 and a ridge height of 127𝜇𝑚.  
 
 
Figure 27 – Ridge radii (solid lines) and Fan radii (dashed lines) shown for n=0-6 over the 
duration of drop impact. 𝒕 𝝉⁄ = 𝟎  defined as ridge radius maximum time. All cases are for 
2.4mm drops with an impact weber number of 57 and ridge heights of 127 𝝁m 
 
 Three key observations stand out from the top view data shown in Figure 28. 
First, the behavior of portion of the drop film interacting with the macro texture 
ridges appears to be independent of the spoke count. For all 6 macro textured 
geometries, the expansion velocity, retraction velocity and maximum radius all 
remain c with changes in spoke count.  Regardless of spoke count, the fluid riding on 
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top of the ridges a maximum normalized radius ~25% smaller than the maximum 
displaced radius of a drop impacting a flat plate. 
 The second observation is that between the spokes of the one, two, and three 
spoke geometries, the wedges or “fans” of the drop expand to the same maximum 
diameter as an equal drop landing on a flat plate. In addition, these three macro 
texture geometries all expand to their maximum in approximately the same amount 
of time. This macro texture expansion velocity is faster than that of the flat plate 
case. 
 The final takeaway from Figure 27 is the transition in fan expansion behavior 
between the 3 and 4 spoke geometries.  While 3 spoke sample results in a fan radius 
that follow the curve of the flat plate control case, the 4 spoke geometry results in a 
fan geometry the continues to expand after the ridge radius reaches its maximum 
radius.  This changeover in fan behavior can also be seen in the shape of the wedges 
prior to release from the surface. In the case of the 3-spoke geometry, the segments 
preserve some of their initial wedge shape. In the case of the 4-spoke geometry, the 
wedges have completely collapsed into cylinders prior to release from the surface. 
Figure 28 shows the shapes at 𝒕/𝝉=0 and 𝒕/𝝉= 0.5 when 𝒕/𝝉 is defined in the same 
manner as Figure 27. 
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Figure 28 – Comparison of pre-release drop shapes of the 3 spoke and 4 spoke macro 
texture geometries. The 3-spoke geometry maintains a wedge shape prior to release, 
whereas the 4-spoke geometry collapses complete into a cylindrical shape.  
3-Spoke Macrotexture 
4-Spoke Macrotexture 
𝑡 𝜏⁄ = 0  
𝑡 𝜏⁄ = 0 𝑡 𝜏⁄ = 0.5 
𝑡 𝜏⁄ = 0.5 
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These three observations from the top-view data motivate an analytical 
model to gain insight into the key impacts of the sample geometry and predict 
potential impact on contact time. 
Analytical model  
 The consistent behavior of the ridge radii across the full range of spoke count 
suggests that the key parameter is film thickness in the vertical plane and that this 
thickness is unaffected by spoke count. Taken in context of the capillary length 
pressure balance discussed in Chapter 1 (Figure 8), it can be inferred that the 
curvature induced by the macrotexture in the horizontal plane is largely negligible 
compared with the curvatures in the vertical plane. Instead, the key differentiator is 
the local impact of the ridge height, regardless of the count. 
 In effect, the ridge acts as a locally thin region of the drop. To model this 
effect, we modify Clanet’s deceleration based capillary length model13 discussed in 
Chapter 1 to evaluate a thin region undergoing the same deceleration as the entire 
drop. If h is taken to be the average drop thickness than the drop thickness on the 
ridge is simply taken to be (h-a) where a is the ridge height.  As in the original Clanet 
model13, we assume that the entire drop is undergoing a deceleration from V0 to 0 in 
time d0/V0 yielding an acceleration of ?̈? =
𝑣0
2
𝑑0
. Substituting this into the capillary 
length pressure balance where hydrostatic pressure is reduced and curvature 
increased to account for the thin region yields: 
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 𝜌𝑣0
2
𝑑0
(ℎ − 𝑎) =
𝛾
(ℎ − 𝑎)
 (11) 
 
Multiplying through by 𝑑0
2 and rearranging yields: 
 ℎ = (𝑊𝑒−1 2⁄ 𝑑0 + 𝑎)
 
 (12) 
From conservation of mass h can also be related to initial and maximum diameters 
by  
 
ℎ =
2
3
𝑑0
3
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
3  (13) 
Combining equations (12)and (13) yields an expression for the maximum radius as 
a function of the ratio of feature high to drop diameter 
𝑎
𝑑0
 and Weber number. 
 
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟0
~[
𝑊𝑒
1
2
1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒
1
2 
]
.5
 (14) 
Just as in Chapter 1, the prefactor based on the geometry alone is √
2
3
= 0.81 
while the data is best fit by a prefactor between 0.9 and 0.94. Expressed as a ratio 
between the maximum diameter of a fan (a=0) to a ridge Equation (14) becomes: 
 𝑟max
fan
  
𝑟max
𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
  
= (1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
.5
   (15) 
 We again incorporate the Taylor-Culick model of thin film retraction 
speed14,15, where velocity is a function of film thickness. Here again we correct the 
film thickness using the height of the ridge.  
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𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 = √
2𝛾
𝜌(ℎ − 𝑎)
 (16) 
Equations (15) and (16) allow us to predict the behavior of the portion of the 
displaced drop riding on top of the macro texture ridges. To validate this model, we 
overlay the Fan and Ridge radii curves from Figure 27 with the maximum diameters 
and retraction velocity predicted by equations (15) and (16).   As shown in Figure 
29, there is good agreement between the predicted and actual maximum diameters 
for both the fan and ridge locations. In addition, it is shown that similar to the case 
of the flat plate, the Taylor-Culick thin film retraction model, 14,15 nicely fits the 
measured retraction velocity.  
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Figure 29 – Curves from Figure 27 overlaid with the analytical model for ridge and fan 
maximum deformation and the Taylor-Culick thin film retraction model.  
 
 The final phenomenon considered analytically is the transition from the 3 to 
3 spoke fan behavior.  For geometries with a spoke count greater than three, a 
second length scale is introduced to the system. Figure 30 highlights this new length 
scale, called the “span”.  
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Figure 30 – Figure showing the definition of the Span for a 4-spoke geometry  
 The span can be related to the ridge radius as 
 𝑠 = 2 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑛 (
𝛼
2
)  (17) 
 Substituting in Equation (15) for 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 gives: 
 
𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 =
𝑟max
fan
  
(1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
.5
 
𝑆𝑖𝑛 (
𝛼
2
) 
(18) 
This expression for span distance can be further generalized by 
incorporating Equation (5). The span length, as a function of the ridge height to drop 
size ratio 𝑎/𝑑0 and Weber number becomes: 
 
𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 ~
𝑑0
2 √
𝑊𝑒 .5
1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5
 𝑆𝑖𝑛 (
𝛼
2
) (19) 
rRidge 
  S -  Span 
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Here again, the experimentally determined prefactor is 0.9 based on both 
data from this study and the Clanet study13.  
To predict the changeover behavior from the 3-spoke geometry to the 4-
spoke geometry, we argue the changeover to be a result of the span retraction time 
becoming less than the ridge retraction time.  This results in the retracting rims in 
the span direction reaching the centerline of the wedge before spokes separate the 
drop into segments. 
The competing retraction times in this model are defined as: 
𝑡𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 =
𝑆
𝑣𝑓𝑎𝑛
    and  𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
 (20, 21) 
It should be noted that the span is modeled to retract at a Taylor-Culick14,15 
speed based on the average displaced drop thickness. The ridge velocity is simply 
taken from Equation (16). To determine the crossover these time are set equal to 
and rearranged to yield a distance and time ratio. 
 𝑠
 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
=
𝑣𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
 (22) 
 A ratio of the distances can be determined quickly derived based on the 
geometry alone. The angle between spokes is defined as 𝛼 =
360
𝑛
, where n = number 
of spokes 
 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
𝑆
=
1
2 sin (
𝛼
2)
 (23) 
 The ratio of velocities can likewise be derived using the Taylor-Culick 
velocity equation, Equation (7), for height h and h-a 14,15.  
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 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
𝑣𝑓𝑎𝑛
= √
1
1 −
𝑎
ℎ
   
(24) 
 
 
From the capillary length equation (3) we know that 
 ℎ = 𝑑0𝑊𝑒
−.5 (25) 
Combining this with equation (24) yields: 
 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
𝑣𝑓𝑎𝑛
= (1 −
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
−.5
 (26) 
 Substituting Equations (23) and (19) into equation (22) yields an expression 
for the crossover angle between spokes, 𝛼, at which the span retraction time is equal 
to the ridge retraction time. 
 
𝛼 = 2 sin−1 [(1 −
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
−.5
]     (27) 
 At an 
𝛼
𝑑0
= 0.05 and We =57 - the conditions under which Figure 29 was 
developed – Equation (27) yields an 𝛼 = 101° or a n=3.6. This nicely fits the 
observed behavior. Figure 31 shows a comparison of ridge and span retraction 
times for these drops, highlighting the crossover seen in the transition between the 
3-spoke and 4-spoke geometries.   
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Figure 31 – A comparison of retraction times along the ridge and spans of macro textured 
surfaces with geometries ranging from a single ridge to an eight spoke interface. All data are 
for the representative a/d0=0.5 We=57 case.  
Equations (15), (16) and (27) allow one to understand the first order effects 
of the hydrodynamics at play as the drop interfaces with the macrotexture ridges 
across the range of studied geometries. Given the understanding of maximum 
spread diameters and retraction velocities, the critical question becomes if these 
different factors can be related the overall contact time of the drop with the 
macrotextured surfaces. 
Contact Time 
 
 Our study of the plate system revealed that the controlling parameters of 
contact time are the retraction distance and retraction velocity. As shown, the 
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driven by the drop Weber number. As such, the key variation in contact time is 
thought to come from a reduction in the minimum distance required for two 
retracting films to collide and drive the drop off the surface.  
Minimum Distance Theory  
 
 For a drop landing on a flat plate the minimum distance is the maximum 
impact diameter. For a 2-spoke geometry – a single ridge – this distanced is halved 
by the presence of the ridge and becomes the maximum displaced radius. The three-
spoke geometry introduces an second length scale, the span s, as defined in Figure 
20.  
To determine the cross over from the fan diameter to the span being the 
minimum distance between retracting ridges, we being by setting them equal and 
solving for the angle between spokes. 
 𝑆 = 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛  (28) 
Substituting in equation (17) for the span distance: 
 2𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑛 (
𝛼
2
) = 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛  (29) 
The ratio of radii - 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛/𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 is known from equation (15), substituting in 
and solving for alpha yields: 
 
𝛼 = 2𝑆𝑖𝑛−1
[
 
 
 (1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
.5
2
]
 
 
 
  (30) 
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For an 
𝛼
𝑑0
= 0.05 and We =57 this yields a critical angle of 720 or an n=5. Prior 
to this critical angle, the minimum distance is simply the maximum fan radius. After 
this critical angle however, the minimum distance will decrease as the span between 
spokes decreases. Figure 32 shows this comparison of fan and span distances as a 
function of spoke count. It should be noted that the single spoke is a unique case 
when the minimum distance is equal to 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 + 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒. This special case is highlighted 
in Figure 33.  
 
Figure 32 – Normalized minimum distance model for 
𝒂
𝒅𝟎
= 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 and 𝑾𝒆 = 𝟓𝟕. Fan Radius 
from Eq. 5, Span from Eq. 29 and Eq. 15.   Eq. 34 provides full step function. 
 
Figure 33 overlays the minimum distances as calculated in Figure 32 on the 
sample geometry diagrams. 
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Figure 33 – Diagrams of the sample geometries n=1-6. Highlighted in each diagram is the 
minimum retraction length as predicted by the proposed theory.  For cases 2-5 the 
minimum retraction distance is simply the maximum displaced radius. For n=6, the 
minimum distance becomes the span between spokes.  
 Based on the minimum distance model, we expect to see a 50% retraction in 
retraction time, for the n = 2 through 5 geometries. Beyond this, for the n=6 
geometry, we expect an additional reduction in retraction time of as much as 57% 
compared to the flat place case.  
Reduction in Contact Time 
 Using this minimum distance model, the reduction in contact time can be 
predicted for a given sample. The contact time of a droplet is separated into the 
expansion time and the retraction time.  
 𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑒𝑥 + 𝑇𝑅𝑡  (31) 
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As seen in Figure 29, the macrotextured samples reach their maximum 
radius faster than the baseline flat plate. This reduction in expansion time can be 
accounted for by scaling the expansion time by the ratio of lengths, 
2 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
.  To 
account for the reduced retraction times, we again use a ratio of lengths, this time 
incorporating the minimum distance theory developed in the preceding section.  
 
𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑐0
=
𝑇𝑒𝑥0 (
2 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥0
) + 𝑇𝑅𝑡 (
2 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥0
)
𝑇𝑒𝑥0 + 𝑇𝑅𝑡0
  (32) 
  The ratio of the lengths in the first term has been established in Equation 
(15). Substituting in yields: 
 
𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑐0
= 
𝑇𝑒𝑥0 (1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
−.5
+ 𝑇𝑅𝑡0 (
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 
𝑑0
)
𝑇𝑒𝑥0 + 𝑇𝑅𝑡0
 
 
 (33) 
 Where rmin is defined by the step function developed in the previous section 
and shown in Figure 32: 
 
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛~
{
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥0, 𝑛 = 0
𝑑0𝑊𝑒
.25
2
(1 + (
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5)
.5
) , 𝑛 = 1
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥0
2
, 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 6
𝑑0
2 √
𝑊𝑒 .5
1 +
𝑎
𝑑0
𝑊𝑒 .5
 𝑆𝑖𝑛 (
𝛼
2
) , 𝑛 ≥ 6
  (34) 
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This model allows us to predict the reduction in contact time using a macro 
texture based only on three parameters: 
𝑎
𝑑0
 ,𝑊𝑒 and n. For the example case of 
𝛼
𝑑0
= 0.05 and We =57 this results in a predicted 40% reduction in contact time for 
n=2-5 and a 47% reduction for n=6. 
Comparison to Experimental Results: 
As discussed, contact times are evaluated using an identical process as the 
flat plate baseline. The experimental data presented in Figure 34 is taken while 
maintaining constant Weber number and drop size for tests across all seven 
geometries. The experimental values are plotted along with the minimum retraction 
distance model, Equation (33).  
 
Figure 34  - Comparison of the minimum distance model with the experimental data for 
a/d0 = 0.05 and Weber number = 57. 
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 Figure 34 shows that the minimum distance model is able to predict the 
reduction in contact time between the flat plate and macro textured geometries. 
Clearly this is a simple 1st order model that doesn’t take into account increasing 
curvature in the horizontal plane, the variation in rim thickness or the impact of the 
center geometry as the spoke count increases. Even still, knowing only the initial 
drop diameter and velocity as well as the ridge height, the minimum distance model 
can approximate the expected reduction in contact time. 
 Experimentally, the tests in Figure 34 show a significant reduction in contact 
compared to the flat plate baseline. For n=2 though n=5 we measured reductions in 
contact time up to 37%. For the n=6 case we should additional improvement with 
reductions of 49% measured. 
Finally, the minimum contact time model does suggest the potential for 
further contact time reductions beyond an n=6 geometry. As shown, an increase in 
spoke count will come with a diminishing marginal improvement in contact time.  
Further work will be required to evaluate the practically of geometries beyond n=6. 
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Chapter 3: Droplet Dispersion   
 
Introduction 
 During the study of drop contact time, a notable phenomenon emerged that 
was largely unexpected. The number of daughter droplets resulting from droplet an 
impact with the macrotextures surfaces was initially expected to be equal to the 
number of spokes.  In fact, for high spoke count geometries, the resulting number of 
daughter droplets is either twice or three times the spoke count.  
 The novel and unexpected nature of this phenomenon motivated additional 
analysis and the desire for a simple analytical model to predict the daughter droplet 
counts. 
Experimental results 
Figure 35 shows the observed experiment behavior for geometries n=2 -6 
with 2.3 mm initial droplet diameter and an impact weber number between 50 and 
60. 
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Figure 35 - Daughter Droplet Counts for spoke counts n=1-6. Highlighted is the droplet 
doubling for n= 4 and 5 and droplet tripling for n=6. 
 
The images in Figure 35 show surprisingly uniform monodispersion of 
daughter droplets. For the n=2 and n=3 geometries we see the expected one 
daughter droplet per spoke. These daughter droplets are of approximately equal 
diameter. In the n=4 and n=5 geometries, the daughter droplet count becomes twice 
the spoke count. In the n=6 geometry, we observe a phase tripling with three 
droplets per feature. Just as in the low spoke count geometries, these doubling and 
tripling effects still produce daughter droplets of approximately equal diameter.  
 Figure 36 displays the experimentally observed daughter droplet counts as a 
function of spoke count. 
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Figure 36 – Daughter droplet count curve for macro-textured surfaces as a function of 
spoke count. 
 In an effort to understand and predict this behavior, a simple, analytical 
model is proposed based on the Rayleigh-Plateau instability16.  
Analytical model  
 The cylindrical geometry that immediately precedes the droplet breakup – as 
seen in Figure 28 - leads itself nicely to a Rayleigh-Plateau Instability model16. When 
considering a Rayleigh-Plateau instability in a quasi-static condition, evolution of a 
cylinder of fluid into a single or multiple droplets can be predicted by a comparison 
of surface energies. If the surface energy of the cylinder is less than that of two 
spheres comprising the same volume, the cylinder will be driven towards a 
minimum surface energy sphere. In the case where the initial cylinder surface 
energy is sufficiently high, perturbations in the cylinder will drive the creation of 
two separate spheres.  The crossover between these conditions occurs when the 
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surface energy of the initial cylinder becomes equal to two spheres comprising the 
same volume.  
 To approximate the initial cylinder created by the macro textures, the model 
assumes the volume of the initial drop is converted to n cylinders with a length 
equal to the fan radius, where n is the spoke count. 
To determine the effective radius of the initial cylinders, we being with a 
conservation of mass relation. 
 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑛𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙  (35) 
Where 
 
𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =
4
3
𝜋𝑅𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
3   &   𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝜋𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙
2 𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛  (36,37) 
Substituting Equations (36,37) into Equation (35) and rearranging allows us 
to define the initial cylinder aspect ratio as: 
 
𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙
= √
3𝑛𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛
3
4𝑅𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
3   (38) 
The quasi static interpretation of the Rayleigh Plateau instability16 argues 
that a fluid stream will coalesce into a two droplet when the aspect ratio of the 
cylindrical is sufficiently high that two spheres of equal volume are a lower surface 
energy condition than the parent cylinder. 
Here again we begin with a conservation of mass relation between the initial 
cylinder volume and the daughter droplets. 
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 𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝑘𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠  (39) 
 Where k is the number of daughter droplets per 
feature and the volumes are defined as: 
 
 
𝑉𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝜋𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑠 = (
4
3
𝜋𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
3 )  (40,41) 
Rearranging equation (39) to determine the radius of the daughter droplets. 
 
𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = √
3𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙
2 𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛
4𝑘
3
  (42) 
 Using equations (38) and (42) we can then define the balance of surface 
energies required. 
 𝑆𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 𝑘𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  (43) 
Where the surface areas are defined as: 
 𝑆𝑐𝑦𝑙 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝑘(4𝑘𝜋𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
2 )  (44, 45) 
Substituting Equations (44, 45) into Equation (43) yields: 
 
𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 2𝑘 (
3𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙
2 𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛
4𝑘
)
2
3
  (46) 
Equation (46) can be simplified to: 
 
𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅𝑓𝑎𝑛
𝑅𝑐𝑦𝑙
= 4.5𝑘  (47) 
Therefore the transition between a single drop per features and two drops is 
predicted to occur at an aspect ratio of 9.0. Similarly the droplet tripling crossover is 
predicted at an aspect ratio of 13.5. 
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Figure 37 shows the experiment data for droplet impact of 2.4mm droplets at 
a weber number of 55. As shown, this simple instability model correctly predicts the 
change from single to double droplet when the number of features at the 3 to 4 
feature transition. Similarly the droplet tripling phenomena on the 6 spoke sample 
is also correctly predictions. 
 
 
Figure 37 – Comparison of the surface energy balance analytical model with the 
experimentally observed aspect ratios of droplets prior to release from the macro textured 
surfaces. 
It should be noted that figure 4 distinguishes between the aspect ratio when 
the ridges are at maximum diameter, hollow circles, and maximum aspect ratio 
prior to the breakup of the cylinder into droplets, hollow triangles. The effective 
aspect ratio is simply taken to be the mean of these two values as the perturbations 
causing the droplet breakup will be occurring throughout the growth of the 
cylinders.  
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 The surface energy balance model correctly predicts the observed behavior 
in our testing. This model allows future geometries to encourage or avoid the 
doubling or tripling of daughter droplet count, depending on the application 
needs.  
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Conclusions 
 
This study examines the use of macro-texture to reduce the contact time of a 
water drop impacting a non-wetting surface. Beginning from a baseline case with no 
macro texture, we incorporate the Taylor-Culick thin film retraction theory14,15 and 
Clanet’s maximum deformation scaling13 to characterize the drop impact based 
solely on weber number and drop size. The flat plate study validated these 
analytical methodologies remained applicable under the Leidenfrost surface 
conditions used throughout this study. 
Building on the flat plate case, we examine six macrotexture geometries to 
evaluate the impact of the texture on the overall drop hydrodynamics and contact 
time. The contact time was shown to drop by as much as 37% using a single ridge, 
consistent with prior studies using standard superhydrophobic surfaces4. Using the 
n=6 spoke geometry, we show that this improvement could be increased to 49%. In 
addition, we develop a minimum contact time model is able to provide a first order 
prediction of contact time reduction given a ratio between the macro texture height 
and the drop size, as well as the weber number. This model can allow future 
applications of this technique to optimize their chosen macrotexture geometry to 
the application.  
The daughter droplet count study showed that the high spoke count 
geometry can result is a monodispersion of droplets up to three times the spoke 
count. The daughter droplet size is shown to be well-predicted though a quasi-static 
Rayleigh-plateau16 surface energy balance model. This understanding could prove 
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valuable to industrial processes that rely on a predictable monodispersion of 
droplets. 
Further study will greatly enhance the understanding of two aspects key 
aspects of this study. First expanding the spoke count beyond the n=6 geometry 
evaluated in this study to develop an understanding of the potential for an optimum 
spoke count. Second, will be to consider a surface who’s average contact time 
reduction is largest when considering random drop impacts and sizes, as well as a 
wider range of drop sizes and impact velocities.  
In conclusion, a nearly 50% reduction in contact time could indeed provide a 
significant engineering advantage to a system incorporating macrotextured non-
wetting surfaces. By reducing the energy and mass exchanged with a surface, these 
macrotextured, non-wetting surfaces have the potential to tangibly reduce the 
energy required to cool or heat hydrophobic surfaces. 
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APPENDIX I – Additional Figures 
 
Figure 38 - Hypodermic Needle and Syringe system for drop generation 
 
Figure 39 - Image of machined samples for n=0 – 6 
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Figure 40 - Centroid position and interface diameter plot for a low Weber number impact. 
We=32 
 
 
Figure 41 - Centroid position and interface diameter plot for a mid-range Weber number 
impact. We=58 
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APPENDIX 2 – Image process Analysis Code 
Side View Image Processing Code: 
 
 
%% Colin Patterson 
% Movie Analysis Code 
% 10/25/2014 
  
%% Movie Analysi 
function cTimeAnalysis_ImageProcessingR3(Threshold,disk) 
  
videos=dir('*.avi'); 
nVideos=size(videos); 
  
for x= 1:nVideos(1) 
    currentFile = videos(x); 
    filename=currentFile.name; 
  
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(strcat('Evaluate Video: ',filename,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
%savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
        display(filename); 
        %start analysis Sequence 
        RadvTime=openmovie(filename,x,Threshold,disk); 
        %Save results to CSV 
        saveVideo_File(filename,RadvTime); 
       % resultsCompile=cat(1,resultsCompile,RadvTime); 
        ask=0; 
    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('Skipping Video') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end 
%saveVideo_File('compiledResults.avi',resultsCompile); 
display('Complete') 
end 
function RadvTime=openmovie(filename,n,Threshold,disk) 
cvid=VideoReader(filename); 
nFrames = cvid.NumberOfFrames; 
  
% Turn of Java Size warnings 
warning('off','all'); 
warning; 
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%ImageProcessing Run 
figure(1) 
H=tight_subplot(2,2,0,0,0); 
union=gcenter(cvid,nFrames); 
%nFeatures=safeprompt('How many features?: ',-1); 
%nFeatures=safeprompt('How many features?: ',-1); 
nFeatures=2; 
firstRow=[n,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
results=comTrack(filename,cvid,Threshold,disk,nFeatures,union,H); 
RadvTime=cat(1,firstRow,results); 
  
end 
function 
COMprops=comTrack(filename,cvid,Threshold,disk,nProngs,union,H) 
nFrames = cvid.NumberOfFrames; 
FirstFrame=read(cvid,1); 
ridges=pRidges(union); 
j=1; 
for k=2:nFrames 
    centers(k,1)=k; 
    
centers(k,2:9)=centerTrack(read(cvid,k),FirstFrame,Threshold,disk,ridge
s,H); 
    axes(H(4)) 
    hold on 
    plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,3)) 
    plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,4)) 
    plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,6),'r') 
    hold off 
    movieHolder(j)=getframe(gcf); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
COMprops=centers; 
savemovie(movieHolder,filename); 
end 
  
function 
centerProps=centerTrack(currentImage,firstImage,Treshold,disk,ridges,H) 
%Treshold=0.5; 
MINAREA=100; 
Z=imsubtract(firstImage,currentImage); 
BW=im2bw(Z,Treshold); 
%se=strel('disk',disk); 
%filled=imclose(BW,se); 
BWfilled=imfill(BW,'holes'); 
s=regionprops(BW,'area','centroid','MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength',
'Orientation','Extrema'); 
b=bwboundaries(BW); 
nRegions=size(s); 
j=1; 
centroids=[]; 
cArea=MINAREA; 
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for i=1:nRegions(1) 
   if s(i).Area>cArea 
    centroids(j,:)=s(i).Centroid; 
    
aProps=[s(i).MajorAxisLength,s(i).MinorAxisLength,(s(i).Orientation*pi(
)/180)]; 
    cArea=s(i).Area; 
    cornerPoints=s(i).Extrema; 
   end     
end 
cpirm=0; 
nbnd=size(b); 
for i=1:nbnd(1) 
    bndSize=size(b{i}); 
   if bndSize(1)>cpirm 
    bnd=b{i}; 
    cpirm=bndSize; 
   end     
end 
nCentroids=size(centroids); 
if nCentroids(1)==1 
    intspRidges=intercept(ridges,bnd); 
    %Horizontal Axis calcs 
    %angle=aProps(3); 
    angle=0; 
    width=cornerPoints(3,1)-cornerPoints(8,1); 
    xdrop=(width/2)*cos(angle); 
    ydrop=(width/2)*sin(angle); 
    major=[centroids(1,1)+xdrop,centroids(1,2)+ydrop;centroids(1,1)-
xdrop,centroids(1,2)-ydrop]; 
    %Vertical Axis Calcs 
    height=cornerPoints(1,2)-cornerPoints(6,2); 
    xdropm=(height/2)*sin(angle); 
    ydropm=(height/2)*cos(angle); 
    minor=[centroids(1,1)+xdropm,centroids(1,2)+ydropm;centroids(1,1)-
xdropm,centroids(1,2)-ydropm]; 
    doplot=1; 
    if doplot==1 
         axes(H(1)) 
        imshow(currentImage); 
        hold on 
        plot(centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2),'b*'); 
        plot(major(:,1),major(:,2),'r'); 
        plot(minor(:,1),minor(:,2),'r'); 
        plot(bnd(:,2),bnd(:,1),'r') 
        plotRidges(ridges,'--b') 
        plotIntercepts(intspRidges,'sb') 
        %plot(cornerPoints(5:6,1),cornerPoints(5:6,2),'r'); 
        plot([cornerPoints(5,1)-
100;cornerPoints(6,1)+100],cornerPoints(5:6,2),'r') 
        hold off 
        axes(H(2)) 
        imshow(BWfilled); 
        hold on 
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        plot(centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2),'b*'); 
        plot(major(:,1),major(:,2),'r'); 
        plot(minor(:,1),minor(:,2),'r'); 
        plot([cornerPoints(5,1)-
100;cornerPoints(6,1)+100],cornerPoints(5:6,2),'r') 
        plot(bnd(:,2),bnd(:,1),'r') 
        plotRidges(ridges,'--b') 
        plotIntercepts(intspRidges,'sb') 
        hold off 
        axes(H(3)) 
        imshow(currentImage) 
    end 
    ridgeIntercepts=avgLength(ridges,intspRidges); 
    
centerProps=[centroids(1,1),centroids(1,2),width,height,cornerPoints(5,
2),ridgeIntercepts(1),ridgeIntercepts(2),ridgeIntercepts(3)]; 
else 
    centerProps=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
end 
end 
  
function Intercepts=avgLength(ridges,intspRidges) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    length(i)=((intspRidges(i,1)-
ridges(1).points(1,1))^2+(intspRidges(i,2)-
ridges(1).points(1,2))^2)^0.5; 
end 
Intercepts(1)=mean(length); 
Intercepts(2)=max(length); 
Intercepts(3)=min(length); 
Intercepts(4)=std(length); 
end 
  
function ridges=pRidges(union) 
length=300; 
xCenter=(union(1)+union(3))/2; 
yCenter=(union(2)+union(4))/2; 
%angle=0; 
angle=atan((union(4)-union(2))/(union(3)-union(1))); 
    for i=1:2 
        a=angle+(pi()*(i-1)); 
        xdrop=length*cos(a); 
        ydrop=length*sin(a); 
        x1=xCenter; 
        y1=yCenter; 
        x2=x1+xdrop; 
        y2=y1+ydrop; 
        ridges(i).points=[x1,y1;x2,y2]; 
    end 
end 
  
function union=gcenter(cvid,nFrames) 
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%get radius versus time input 
k=1; 
analysisFrameRate=5; 
display('Left Click to Select Frame') 
display('advance to first frame') 
while k <= nFrames 
    figure(2); 
    imshow(read(cvid, k)); 
    [a,b,c]=ginput; 
    npts=size(c); 
    if npts(1)>0 
        if c(1)==3&&k>1 
            %display('backup') 
            k=k-1; 
        elseif (c(1)==1)&&(npts(1)==2) 
            union=[a(1),b(1),a(2),b(2),k]; 
            k=nFrames+1; 
        elseif (c(1)==2) 
            k=nFrames+1; 
        end 
    else 
        jumprate=safeprompt('How many frames Between Images?: 
',analysisFrameRate); 
        k=k+jumprate; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
function plotIntercepts(intsp,linetypes) 
nProngs=size(intsp); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    plot(intsp(:,1),intsp(:,2),linetypes) 
end 
end 
  
function saveVideo_File(filename,RadvTime) 
xlsname=regexprep(filename,'.avi','-IP.xls'); 
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(strcat('Save File: ',xlsname,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
%savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
    xlswrite(xlsname,RadvTime); 
    ask=0; 
    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('nosave') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end 
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function plotRidges(ridges,linetypes) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    plot(ridges(i).points(:,1),ridges(i).points(:,2),linetypes) 
end 
end 
  
  
function intsp=intercept(ridges,bnd) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
intsp=[]; 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    
[x1,y1]=intersections(ridges(i).points(:,1),ridges(i).points(:,2),bnd(:
,2),bnd(:,1)); 
    nIntersection=size(x1); 
    if nIntersection(1)>0 
        intsp(i,:)=[x1(1),y1(1)]; 
    else 
        intsp(i,:)=[ridges(1).points(1,1),ridges(1).points(1,2)]; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
function result=safeprompt(prompttext,default)  
ask=1; 
  
 while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(prompttext); 
    if isnumeric(savePrompt)==1 
        if size(savePrompt)==0; 
            result=default; 
            ask=0; 
        else 
        result=savePrompt; 
        ask=0; 
        end 
    else 
        display('Invalid_Entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
 end 
end 
  
function savemovie(movieHolder,filename) 
xlsname=regexprep(filename,'.avi','-IP.avi'); 
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(strcat('Save File: ',xlsname,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
%savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
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        figure(3) 
        movie(movieHolder) 
        writerObj=VideoWriter(xlsname); 
        writerObj.FrameRate = 10; 
        open(writerObj); 
        writeVideo(writerObj,movieHolder) 
        close(writerObj); 
    ask=0; 
    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('nosave') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end  
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Top View Image Processing Code: 
 
%% Colin Patterson 
% Movie Analysis Code 
%12/2/2014 
  
%% Movie Analysis 
  
function maxDiameterAnalysis_ImageProcessing_fFrame(disk,Threshold) 
  
videos=dir('*.avi'); 
nVideos=size(videos); 
  
for x= 1:nVideos(1) 
    currentFile = videos(x); 
    filename=currentFile.name; 
  
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(strcat('Evaluate Video: ',filename,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
%savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
        display(filename); 
        %start analysis Sequence 
        RadvTime=openmovie(filename,x,disk,Threshold); 
        %Save results to CSV 
        saveVideo_File(filename,RadvTime); 
        %resultsCompile=cat(2,resultsCompile,RadvTime); 
        ask=0; 
    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('Skipping Video') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end 
%saveVideo_File('compiledResults.avi',resultsCompile); 
display('Complete') 
end 
  
  
function saveVideo_File(filename,RadvTime) 
xlsname=regexprep(filename,'.avi','-IP.xls'); 
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
%savePrompt=input(strcat('Save File: ',xlsname,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
    xlswrite(xlsname,RadvTime); 
    ask=0; 
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    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('nosave') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
  
function RadvTime=openmovie(filename,n,disk,Threshold) 
cvid=VideoReader(filename); 
nFrames = cvid.NumberOfFrames; 
  
% Turn of Java Size warnings 
warning('off','all'); 
warning; 
  
%ImageProcessing Run 
figure(1) 
H=tight_subplot(2,2,0,0,0); 
union=gcenter(cvid,nFrames); 
nFeatures=safeprompt('How many features?: ',-1); 
firstRow=[n,nFeatures,union(3),0,0,0,0]; 
results=radiusTrack(filename,cvid,Threshold,disk,nFeatures,union,H); 
RadvTime=cat(1,firstRow,results); 
  
end 
  
  
function 
Radiusprops=radiusTrack(filename,cvid,Threshold,disk,nProngs,union,H) 
nFrames = cvid.NumberOfFrames; 
nfirstFrame=union(3); 
firstFrameImage=(read(cvid,1)); 
ridges=pRidges(nProngs,union); 
fans=pFans(nProngs,union); 
j=1; 
for k=nfirstFrame+1:nFrames 
    centers(j,1)=k; 
    
centers(j,2:7)=radiusMeasure(read(cvid,k),firstFrameImage,Threshold,dis
k,ridges,fans,H); 
    axes(H(4)) 
    hold on 
    plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,2),'b') 
    plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,5),'r') 
    hold off 
    movieHolder(j)=getframe(gcf); 
    j=j+1; 
end 
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Radiusprops=centers; 
savemovie(movieHolder,filename); 
end 
  
function savemovie(movieHolder,filename) 
xlsname=regexprep(filename,'.avi','-IP.avi'); 
ask=1; 
while ask==1; 
%savePrompt=input(strcat('Save File: ',xlsname,'(y/n): '),'s'); 
savePrompt='y'; 
    if savePrompt=='y' 
        figure(3) 
        movie(movieHolder) 
        writerObj=VideoWriter(xlsname); 
        writerObj.FrameRate = 10; 
        open(writerObj); 
        writeVideo(writerObj,movieHolder) 
        close(writerObj); 
    ask=0; 
    elseif savePrompt=='n' 
        display('nosave') 
        ask=0; 
    else 
        display('incorrect entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
  
  
  
function 
centerProps=radiusMeasure(currentImage,firstImage,Treshold,disk,ridges,
fans,H) 
%Treshold=0.5; 
MINAREA=100; 
Z=imabsdiff(currentImage,firstImage); 
BW=im2bw(Z,Treshold); 
se=strel('disk',disk); 
filled=imclose(BW,se); 
BWfilled=imfill(filled,'holes'); 
s=regionprops(BWfilled,'area','centroid','MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLe
ngth','Orientation','Extrema'); 
b=bwboundaries(BWfilled); 
nRegions=size(s); 
j=1; 
centroids=[]; 
cArea=MINAREA; 
for i=1:nRegions(1) 
   if s(i).Area>cArea 
    centroids(j,:)=s(i).Centroid; 
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aProps=[s(i).MajorAxisLength,s(i).MinorAxisLength,(s(i).Orientation*pi(
)/180)]; 
    cArea=s(i).Area; 
    cornerPoints=s(i).Extrema; 
   end     
end 
cpirm=0; 
nbnd=size(b); 
for i=1:nbnd(1) 
    bndSize=size(b{i}); 
   if bndSize(1)>cpirm 
    bnd=b{i}; 
    cpirm=bndSize; 
   end     
end 
nCentroids=size(centroids); 
if nCentroids(1)==1  
    intspRidges=intercept(ridges,bnd); 
    intspFans=intercept(fans,bnd); 
    %Horizontal Axis calcs 
    %angle=aProps(3); 
    angle=0; 
    width=cornerPoints(3,1)-cornerPoints(8,1); 
    xdrop=(width/2)*cos(angle); 
    ydrop=(width/2)*sin(angle); 
    major=[centroids(1,1)+xdrop,centroids(1,2)+ydrop;centroids(1,1)-
xdrop,centroids(1,2)-ydrop]; 
    %Vertical Axis Calcs 
    height=cornerPoints(1,2)-cornerPoints(6,2); 
    xdropm=(height/2)*sin(angle); 
    ydropm=(height/2)*cos(angle); 
    minor=[centroids(1,1)+xdropm,centroids(1,2)+ydropm;centroids(1,1)-
xdropm,centroids(1,2)-ydropm]; 
     
     
    %%% Plotting  %%%% 
    axes(H(1)) 
    imshow(currentImage); 
    hold on 
    plot(centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2),'b*') 
    %plot(major(:,1),major(:,2),'r') 
    %plot(minor(:,1),minor(:,2),'r') 
    plot(bnd(:,2),bnd(:,1),'r') 
     
    plotIntercepts(intspRidges,'sb') 
    plotIntercepts(intspFans,'sr') 
    plotRidges(ridges,'--b') 
    plotRidges(fans,'--r') 
    hold off 
    axes(H(2)) 
    imshow(BWfilled); 
    hold on 
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    plot(centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2),'b*') 
    %plot(major(:,1),major(:,2),'r') 
    %plot(minor(:,1),minor(:,2),'r') 
    plot(bnd(:,2),bnd(:,1),'r') 
    plotRidges(ridges,'--b') 
    plotRidges(fans,'--r') 
    plotIntercepts(intspRidges,'sb') 
    plotIntercepts(intspFans,'sr') 
    %plot(cornerPoints(:,1),cornerPoints(:,2),'r*') 
    hold off 
    axes(H(3)) 
    imshow(currentImage) 
     
     %%%% Data Collection   %%%%%%% 
    fanIntercepts=avgLength(ridges,intspRidges); 
    ridgeIntercepts=avgLength(fans,intspFans); 
    
centerProps=[fanIntercepts(1),fanIntercepts(2),fanIntercepts(3),ridgeIn
tercepts(1),ridgeIntercepts(2),ridgeIntercepts(3)]; 
else 
    centerProps=[0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
end 
end 
  
function intsp=intercept(ridges,bnd) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
intsp=[]; 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    
[x1,y1]=intersections(ridges(i).points(:,1),ridges(i).points(:,2),bnd(:
,2),bnd(:,1)); 
    nIntersection=size(x1); 
    if nIntersection(1)>0 
        intsp(i,:)=[x1(1),y1(1)]; 
    else 
        intsp(i,:)=[ridges(1).points(1,1),ridges(1).points(1,2)]; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
function Intercepts=avgLength(ridges,intspRidges) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    length(i)=((intspRidges(i,1)-
ridges(1).points(1,1))^2+(intspRidges(i,2)-
ridges(1).points(1,2))^2)^0.5; 
end 
Intercepts(1)=mean(length); 
Intercepts(2)=max(length); 
Intercepts(3)=min(length); 
Intercepts(4)=std(length); 
end 
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function plotIntercepts(intsp,linetypes) 
nProngs=size(intsp); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    plot(intsp(:,1),intsp(:,2),linetypes) 
end 
end 
  
function plotRidges(ridges,linetypes) 
nProngs=size(ridges); 
for i=1:nProngs(2) 
    plot(ridges(i).points(:,1),ridges(i).points(:,2),linetypes) 
end 
end 
  
  
function ridges=pRidges(nProngs,union) 
angle=2*pi()/nProngs; 
length=300; 
    for i=1:nProngs 
        a=(i-1)*angle; 
        a*180/pi(); 
        xdrop=length*sin(a); 
        ydrop=length*cos(a); 
        x1=union(1); 
        y1=union(2); 
        x2=x1+xdrop; 
        y2=y1+ydrop; 
        ridges(i).points=[x1,y1;x2,y2]; 
    end 
     
end 
  
function fans=pFans(nProngs,union) 
angle=2*pi()/nProngs; 
length=400; 
    for i=1:nProngs 
        a=(i-.5)*angle; 
        a*180/pi(); 
        xdrop=length*sin(a); 
        ydrop=length*cos(a); 
        x1=union(1); 
        y1=union(2); 
        x2=x1+xdrop; 
        y2=y1+ydrop; 
        fans(i).points=[x1,y1;x2,y2]; 
    end 
     
end 
  
  
function union=gcenter(cvid,nFrames) 
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%get radius versus time input 
k=1; 
analysisFrameRate=5; 
display('Left Click to Select Frame') 
display('advance to first frame') 
while k <= nFrames 
    figure(2); 
    imshow(read(cvid, k)); 
    [a,b,c]=ginput; 
    npts=size(c); 
    if npts(1)>0 
        if c(1)==3&&k>1 
            %display('backup') 
            k=k-1; 
        elseif (c(1)==1)&&(npts(1)==1) 
            union=[a(1),b(1),k]; 
            k=nFrames+1; 
        elseif (c(1)==2) 
            k=nFrames+1; 
        end 
    else 
        jumprate=safeprompt('How many frames Between Images?: 
',analysisFrameRate); 
        k=k+jumprate; 
    end 
end 
end 
  
  
function result=safeprompt(prompttext,default)  
ask=1; 
  
 while ask==1; 
savePrompt=input(prompttext); 
    if isnumeric(savePrompt)==1 
        if size(savePrompt)==0; 
            result=default; 
            ask=0; 
        else 
        result=savePrompt; 
        ask=0; 
        end 
    else 
        display('Invalid_Entry') 
        ask=1; 
    end 
 end 
end 
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